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Distributivity and modularity in varieties of algebras 
• . By KONRAD FICHTNER in Berlin (GDR) • - • 
. 1. Introduction. A ¡variety 33 of algebras is called distributive, ,if for every al-
gebra the lattice © (A) of all congruence relations over A is distributive. Dis-
tributivity of a variety will be denoted by A (33). B. JONSSON [1] has shown the follow-
ing theorem: 
Let 33 be a variety of algebras. A (33) is valid if and only if for some integer « S 2 
the following condition holds. 4,(33): There exist ternary (derived) operations 
t 0 , ?i, •••, t„, such that for i=0, 1, ..., n — 1 the identities 
x0(x, y, z) = x, x„(x, y, z) = z, >xl(x,y,x)=x 
T;(x, x, z) =tl+1(x, x, z) (i even), x{(x, z, z) — x{+1(x, z, z)' (i odd) 
hold in every member o / 33. : 
... ,If /d„(33) is valid, we say that the variety 33 is n-distributive. Evidently, /1„(33) 
implies zl,I+1(33), because we can define x„+1=xn, B.NJONSSQN has shown in [ 1 ] that 
/d3(S3) does not imply /12(®), and G . G R A T Z E R asks in [2] for examples which show 
that /1„(®) does not imply /l,l_1(33) for « S 3 . We prove*this suggestion by methods 
previously applied by the ¿uthor in [3]. 
We can answer also the analogous question for A. D A Y ' S characterization of 
modularity [4]. ' ' 
Our terminology and notation are essentially those of [5]. • 
2. Distributivity. We haVe the following: 
T h e o r e m . For each integer n^2 there exists a variety which is (it +1)-distribu-
tive, bid not n-distributive. 
f * J ' ! 
Le( the variety 33 be defined by ternary basic operations Xi, x2, ...,•*„ and the 
following identities _ 
• i ' , s * ( * , 
(1) " xl(x,y;x)=xl ( / = 1 , 2 , , . . , « ) , 
i(2) , i(x,x,z),, • . ; ^ . 
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(3) 
(4) 
Xiipc, z, z) = xt+1(x, z, z) ( / = 1 , 3 , 5 , . . .) , 
xi(x,x,z) = xi+1(x,x,z) (7=2,4,6, ...), 
xn(x, x, z) = z(if 2/ri) or x„(x, z, z) = z(if 2{«). 
We prove that 33 is (« + l)-distributive, but not «-distributive. 
By word we will mean always a (xu , . . , T„)~word in the a lphabet (x, y, z). 
Two words are called equal if they coincide as rows. A word u is a subword of v if 
u is an interval in v; if u is not equal to v, then it is a proper subword. A word w 
of the fo rm w=xi(u, ii,u), ( l s / 3 / j ) is called a xrword. We say that ' the word wl 
is a reduction of the word w2~xi(u2, u2,u2), if wl = w2 is an identity in 33 (i.e., 
wt = w2 holds in 33) and wt is equal to at least one of the words u2, u2. A word 
w—xt(u, u, u) is called reduced, if neither w~u nor w=u are identities in 33. 
Let (M>! , w2) be a pail* of words such that w± changes into w2 by a single applica-
tion of any of the identities f r o m (1)—(4) to the whole word wt or to a subword of 
w t . Then we can distinguish between three types of such pairs: 
Type 1: Wj is a reduction of w2. 
Type 2: w2 is a reduction of wt. 
Type 3: all other cases. 
P r o p o s i t i o n . The pair of words is of Type 3 means: 
(i) wt and w2 are either both reduced or none of them is reduced, 
(ii) w± moves into w2, if we apply one of the identities (3) to the whole word 
w± or any identity from (1)—(4) to one of the proper subwords of w ,. 
The sequence of words wlfw2, wm is called simple, if every term of the 
sequence is either equal to the next one or changes into it by a single application of 
one of the identities (1)—(4). A simple sequence w l 5 . . . , wm of words is called 
minimal simple, if every simple sequence which begins with w^ and ends with wm 
has at least m terms. 
L e m m a 1. Let wit ..., ws (s>-2) be such a simple sequence of words that wi 
is a reduction of w2, the word ws a reduction of and every pair (Wj-lxWj) 
(j=3, ..., s—1) is of Type 3. Then this sequence is not minimal simple. 
P r o o f . The word wx changes into w2 by one of the identities (1), (2) or (4). 
By one of the same identities changes into w s . For j=2, 3, s— 1 the ws 
are T ; j -words: wj=xi](uj, uj, Uj). In all the possible cases we can find a simple 
sequence beginning with ending with ws and consisting of 2 terms. The 
table below gives such a sequence in the following way: Let for instance wt move 
into w>2 by (1) and ws-x into ws by (2). Then wt is equal to u2, and us-i is equal 
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to ves. The sequence Sj: wl=u2, u3, ..., us_2, w s _ 1 = w 2 evidently consists of s — 2. 
terms, and by (ii) in the proposition above it is simple because the (wJ^l, w-) are; 
of Type 3. 
w 1 5 h 3 , w 4 , . . . , us_2, ws. 
S2: w„«3, m4, ..., ws_2, ws. 
5 3 : w3, w4, . . . , w s_2 , w s(«odd). 
\ 
WL> " 3 , . . . , Uj, UK+I,..., ws_2> w s ( « e v e n ) . . 
Here k is an integer such that l ^ f c c s , 4 = " —1> 4 + i = w - This means = 
=%n- l{uk , uk, uk), w k + l = t n ( u k + 1 , u k + l , u k + l ) and uk, u k , . u k + 1 , u k + l are equal.. 
S4 is the reverse of S3, where S3 is formed from ws, ...,wl instead of wlt ...,ws. 
L e m m a 2. If w=xt(u, ii, u) and W ' = TI-'(M/, ii', M') are reduced words such that 
w — w' is an identity in 23, then (i) the difference between indices i and i' is at most 1,. 
(ii) the identities u = u', u = u, u = u' hold in 93, too. 
P r o o f . Let •w = wl, w2, ..., wm = w' be a minimal simple sequence. Such a. 
sequence exists for any words w, w' provided w = w' is an identity in 93. 
Suppose all pairs {wj, wj +,), (j= 1, 2, . . . , m — 1) are of Type 3. Then it follows, 
from (ii) in the proposition above that for every j the equations 
(5) uj = uj+l, uj = uJ+i, uj = uJ+l ( j = 1, 2, . . . , m - I) 
are identities in 93. Assertion (ii) of the lemma follows obviously. To prove (i) we 
show that |i—i" | > 1 implies that u=u is an identity in 93. Then with respect to (1), w 
cannot be reduced in contradiction to the supposition. 
Let for any j the pair (wJt wj+ J = (t¡.(uj, Uj, Uj), rij + i(uJ+1, uj+,, uJ+,)) be. 
of Type 3 and the indices ij and iJ+1 be different. By definition of Type 3 this dif-
ference is 1. If the smaller one of these two integers iJt iJ+1 is odd, it follows by 
(3) that Uj = Uj, which by (5) implies that u = u are identities in 93. If the smaller one 
of ij, ij+l is even, we can see in the same way that u = u is an identity in 93. If now 
|i—i' | > 1, then there are pairs (Wj , wj+1) of the first and of the second kind as well. 
Hence u = u=u holds in 93. 
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that all pairs (Wj , wj+ j) (1 ^jcm). 
are of Type 3. If there exists a pair (Wj , ivJ + j) of Type 2, then, by definition, wf 
is not reduced. But w is reduced; hence there are pairs of Type 1, too. Let r be the 
largest number such that (wr, w r + 1 ) is of Type 1 and s the smallest number for which 
(w s_!, ws) is of Type 2 and r<sSm. By Lemma 1 the sequence wr> . . . , ws is not: 
by 
w , ~ w 2 by 
(1) (2) (4) 
(1) S i S , S 2 
(2) S i S i S 3 
(4) S 2 S 2 
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,(ii) w** =-z =>• 
(iii) W*** = X =>• 
minimal simple in contradiction to the minimal simplicity of Wj, . . . , ws. Similarly 
we arrive at a contradiction if we suppose the existence of a pair of Type 1 in our 
.sequence. 
For any sequence of words wl,...,wm we will use the following notations: 
,(6) wj =wj(x,x,z) 0 = 1 , 3 , 5 , . . . ) , wj —Wj(x,z,z) ( / = 2 , 4 , 6 , . . . ) , 
,(7) wj* =Wj(x,z,z) 0 = 1 , 3 , 5 , . . . ) , wj* = wj(x, x,z) 0 = 2 , 4 , 6 , . . . ) , 
,(8) wj** = Wj(x,y,x) 0=1.2, ...,m). 
L e m m a 3. Let w be a xrword: w = t ;(w , i7, u), (I ^i^n). If one of the follow-
ing identities on the left side hold in 93, the corresponding identities on the right side 
hold in 93, too: 
= X (*' = 1, 2 , n- 1), 
(i) w* - . V >•{ , . ( / . 
( i = 1, 2, . . . , « - 1 ) , 
(z = 2, 3, . . . , n). 
(z = 1, 2, . . . , w - l ) , 
(z = 2, 3, . . . ,«) . 
P r o o f , (i) If w * = x is an identity in 93, there is a minimal simple sequence 
~w* — Wi, w2 , . . . , w--r=x. The form of w, and w, involves that in this sequence there 
exists a term ws such that w s + 1 is a reduction of ws: let 5 be the smallest index with 
this property. With respect to Lemma 1, all pairs (wj, wj+,) for 1 = / < . s must be of 
Type 3 and therefore the identities ui=u2 = ---=us, u1=u2 = ---=us hold-in 93. By 
•definition of s, the,word ws + , is a reduction of. ws.. If 1 Si<n, it follows by (1), (2) 
that ws and w s + 1 are equal. If 1 < ( S « , it follows by (1), (4) that us and ws + , are 
•equal. In the first case u* — ui=u2 = --=us = ws+1=x and in the second case w* = 
= M 0 = - - - = « S = W S + 1 = X hold in 93. 
If is=i, assertion (i) is shown. If is^i, there is at least one j<s such that one 
•of the identities (3) applied to the whole word Wj yields wJ + 1 . Together with the 
move of ws to w s + J , this fact implies that for every jss the equation Uj = Uj=Uj is 
an identity and therefore u* =x=u* is an identity in 93, too. Assertion (i) is proved. 
To prove (ii) we replace in the proof of (i) x by z and all signs with one star by 
the same sign with two stars. Correspondingly, to prove (iii) we replace in the proof 
•of (i) all signs with one star by the same with three stars. 
• P r o o f of theorem.. It is clear by (1)—(4) that 93 is (n + l)-distributive. We will 
prove that.if 93 is (/« + l)-distributive then m^nv Using the notations'(6)^(8) given 
.above, (m-Hl)-distributivity means-that there is a sequence of words 
.such that. , ; - . - v : r, : : • . , „ 
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(9) oJ**=-x ( . /= 1,2, . . . , m), 
(10) x = v\, 
( 1 1 ) » r = B * + i ( j = \ , m - \ ) , 
(12) C = z 
are identities in 93. 
Suppose that for a fixed integer among all such sequences the sequence 
w1, w 2 , . . . , H'm has the smallest total number of operator symbols ( l^z'^/ i ) . 
Let r be the largest index such that 1 S r ^ m and w* has a reduction. Further, let 
j be the smallest index such that r ^ s ^ m and w** has a reduction. It is clear that 
such indices r, s exist, because w* and w** have reductions. 
We distinguish 3 cases: 
(a) there is no t„-word among vvr, . . . , ws, . -
(/?) there is no -word among vvr, . . . , vvs, 
(y) among wr, . . . , w s there are x t-words and T„-words as well. 
In case (a) and (/?) we take the sequences 
w1,...,wr_l, ur,...,us, ws+1, ..., wm. 
and * 
»vls . . . , w r _! , ur, ...,us,• 'M>s+ ! , . . , , wm, respectively. 
In both cases the new sequence evidently consists of m words and has less operator 
symbols t; than the sequence wY, . . . , wm. Moreover, the identities (9)—(12) hold 
for the new sequence, too. Indeed, the identity (9) follows from (iii) in Lemma 3. 
If r= 1., then (10) follows from (i) in Lemma 3, and if r=>l, then (10) is the same as 
in the given sequence. The identities (11) follows from the definition of the reduc-
tion and from Lemma 2. Finally, (12) follows either from (ii) of Lemma 3) (if 
s=m) or it is the same as in the sequence Wi, ..., wm (if son). Thus we got a contra-
diction to the minimum property o f w , , . . . , wm. 
In case (y) the words w*+1, w*+2, ..., w*; w**, w*'t i , •••, w-'i-1 are reduced by 
supposition, and (11) states that the identities w** = >v*+i ( j = r , r-1-1, ..., s — 1) hold 
in 95. By (i) in Lemma 2 it follows that if Wj is an T(j-word and w j + i is an t i j + l -word, 
then \ij — ij+1\ S 1. But among the words wr,..., ws there are r^wordsand r„-words 
as well. Hence there are t (-words for / = 1 , 2, . . . , n. It follows that -5^r+1 S « and 
therefore /» - /z. q.e.d. 
3. Modularity. Let ¿X®)' denote the property of the variety; 9? that for every 
algebra A £ 93 the lattice 0(A)of all congruence relations over A is modular. A. DAY 
[4] has shown'the following theorem: — . . 
: Let 95 be a variety of algebras._ 1(93) is valid if and only if for .some integer /iS-2 
the following holds. £„(95) : There exist 4-ary operationsn0, fil} •••, n„ such that for 
z = 0 , 1 , 1 the identities v • „•. '\ 
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Ло (*> У, z,w) = z, fi„ (x, y, z, »v) = w, Hi (x, у, y, x) = x, 
/<;(*> У> У> w ) = Hi +1 ( x , у, y, w) (/ odd), 
Hi(x, x, w, w) = Hi+1 (x, x, w, vv) (/ even) 
hold in every member о / 93. 
If I„(93) is valid, the variety 93 is called и-modular. It is evident that £,,(93) im-
plies £„+i(93). The fact that Z„+1(93) does not imply Z„(93) can be proved in a way 
analogous to that of the proof concerning distributivity. In other words we have the 
following 
T h e o r e m . For each integer n^2 there exists a variety which is (n + l)-modular, 
but not n-modular. 
We omit the proof, because it coincides essentially with the proof of the preced-
ing theorem. Of course, there are some differences which are due to the parity of the 
operations /J,, but they are only of formal nature. 
P r o b l e m s . Find finite algebras Am (m = 2, 3, .!.) such that any variety 93 which 
contains Am can be (m + l)-distributive but not w-distributive. Solve the same problem 
for modularity. Probably, by such examples the proofs in this paper may be short-
ened. In the case of varieties with ideals and varieties which are (m f l)-permutable 
but not m-permutable such finite examples are given by A. F. M U T Y L I N [6] and 
E. T. S C H M I D T [7], respectively. 
The results were reported in October 1970 in Szeged. I am grateful to colleagues 
of the University in Szeged for helpful discussions. 
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